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§ 1. Rational homotopy theory 

For simplicity's sake, we restrict our descriptions to the I-connected 
case. Namely, let TOPI be the category of the I-connected topological 
spaces, DGLI be that of the I-reduced (i.e. Li=O for i<l) differential 
graded rational Lie algebras, and DGN be that of the I-connected (i.e. 
Ai=O for i<O and i=I, and AO~Q) differential graded rational algebras. 
Throughout these categories the notion of the (rational) weak equivalence 
is defined as follows. 

Definition. ( i ) A continuous map f: X --+ Y is a (rational) weak 
isomorphism if the induced homomorphism on the rational homotopy 
groups 

is an isomorphism. 
(ii) DGLI-homomorphism g: (L*, a)--+(L~, at) is a weak isomor

phism if the induced homomorphism on the homology Lie algebras 

is an isomorphism. 
(iii) DGN-homomorphism h: (A*, d)--+(B*, d t) is a weak isomor

phism if the induced homomorphism on the cohomology algebras 

h*: H*(A*, d)~H*(B*, dt) 

is an isomorphism. 
(iv) In each of the three cases above, the equivalence relation 

generated by the weak isomorphisms is called the (rational) weak equiva
lence and the corresponding quotient category of this equivalence relation 
is denoted by JfPoi_). 
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The fundamental theorem of Quillen states as follows. 

Theorem (Quillen [3]). There exists afunctor 2: TOPc--+DGLl which 
induces an equivalence of the quotient categories: 

The similar statement in DGN case requires the finite type condi-
tions. Namely, let TOP{ be the full subcategory of TOP! whose objects 
consist of the l--connected spaces having finite dimensional rational coho
mology group in each degree, and DGA~.f be the full subcategory of 
DGN whose objects consist of the I-connected DGA having a finite type 
minimal model. 

Theorem (Sullivan [7], Bousfield-Gugenheim [1]). The simplicial 
polynomial form functor A PL : TOP~DGA induces an equivalence of the 
categories 

According to the two theorems above, spaces and differential graded 
(Lie) algebras are in bijective correspondences up to the weak equivalences. 
The aim of this report is to explain about the algebraic versions of the 
classifying space constructions for a given fiber. 

An algebraic model for a fibration (under the I-connectedness as
sumption) can be described in three ways; (a) in DGN, (b) in DGL!, and 
(c) in the mixed type, i.e. the fiber in DGL! and the base in DGN 
(Shibata [5]). The DGL! case was studied by Tame [9] in details. So we 
omit this case. Tanre also gave an exposition [8] on the DGN case 
along the line of Sullivan's original idea [7] about BAutCF). We are going 
to give here an alternative proof of the classification theorem for DGN 
fibrations, following the classical way of classifying fiber bundles (Steenrod 
[6], p. 53) with the use of the integration operator (Griffith-Morgan [2]). 
Finally we will give a brief account on the mixed type case. 

I am indebted to H. Shiga for various suggestions. 

§ 2. DGA} fibrations 

For a fibration 

i f 
F~E~B 

with F, E and B objects of TOP{, there is a commutative diagram 
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where ~ is an arbitrarily given finite type DGN model for APL(B), 7J a 
minimal model for APL(F), and '0/ a model for APL(E) extending f* o~. 
If we choose a homogeneous additive base {I, x(I), X(2), •• " x(t), ••• } for 
A*, the twisted differential d on A*®vIt* can be described as follows. 

d(a®I) = dia)® I (a e A*), and 

d(1®v) = I®d(v)+ I: x(i)®8(tiv) (v e vIt*). ,,,,1 
A tensor product of two finite type objects of DGA equipped with a 

twisted differential (which is always assumed to be a derivation) of the 
type above is called a DGA, fibration. If, furthermore, the base and the 
fiber are I-connected, the fibration is called a DGA} fibration. 

Denoting the dual space Homa(A+ ,Q) by iA+ for brevity, a linear 
map rp: iA+ ---+Der-(vIt*) is defined by 

where Der-(vIt*) is the set of all the negative degree derivations of jt*. 
Composing the suspension (the shift of degree by + 1) and taking 
the dual homomorphism,· we obtain a map of graded vector spaces 
i(Srp): isDer-(vIt*)---+#(#A*):::A* and its free algebra extension 

Now that Der-(vIt*) admits a differential graded Lie algebra structure 
by [8,1J]=801J-(-1)181'1-11J08 and D(8)=[d,8]=d08-(-1)18180d, the 
free algebra A(isDer-(vIt*» admits a differential which makes it the 
Koszul complex of the DGL Der-(vIt*). By explicit computations, we 
can verify that the equality (d)2=O implies the compatibility of the homo
morphism A(iSrp) with the differentials on both sides. 

Conversely if we are given a DGA homomorphism '0/: C*(Der-(vIt*» 
---+A*, we can define a twisted differential dt on A*®vIt* by 

diI®v) = I®d(v)+ I: 'o/(iSIJ(j)®IJ(jlv) (ve vIt*), 
j 

where {1J(j)} is a basis of the subspace D lul C Der-(vIt*) of the derivations 
annihilating the elements of degree >, v,. 
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It is easily seen that the two constructions above are mutually adjoint, 
and that the DGA} fibration structures on A*®.A* are in the bijective 
correspondence with the DGA homomorphisms from C*(Der-(.A*» to 
A*. 

We are going to prove the "homotopy invariance" of this corres
pondence. 

An algebraic model for the interval [0, 1] is given by the free DGA 
A(t, dt) with \t\=o. Two DGA homomorphisms It: (A*, d)~(B*, d') 
(i =0,1) are homotopic if there is a DGA homomorphism F: (A*, d)~ 
(B*, d')®A(t, dt) such that PtoF=/t (i=O, 1), where the Pt: (B*, d')® 
A(t, dt)~(B*, d') are the homomorphisms defined by pt(t)=i andptCdt) 
=0. Two DGA, fibration structures (A*®F*, d(t) (i =0,1) are uni

potently isomorphic if there is a DGA isomorphism 1ft over A* which 
makes the following diagram commutative; 

i (A*®F*, JeD») j 

(A*,d) ~ +1 ~ (F*,d) 
~ .. ~ 

I (A*®F*, dm) J 

Proposition. Let «A*®A(t, dt»®.A*, d) be a DGA, jibration with 
A* I-connected andjinite type and.A* I-connected and minimal. Then it is 
unipotently isomorphic to the product jibration «A*®A(t, dt»®.A*, do), 
where do(1®v)=(iA®I.,k) opoo d(v) for v E.A* with iA: A*~A*®A(t, dt). 
Consequently, (A*®.A*, Plod) is unipotently isomorphic to (A*®ve*, 
Po ° d). 

Proof Since (.A*, d) is minimal, .A* is a free algebra A(EBk P)=:; 
®A(Vk). We can apply the homotopy extension (lifting) theorem for 
Hirsch extensions (Griffith-Morgan [2], Proposition lOA) inductively on k 
to the diagram 

«A*®A(t, dt»®A(V(k-l», dD~(A*®A(V*),po ° d) r __ :>f 1 
-l/(kl ~ __ ------- id 

«A*®A(t, dt»®A(Vk-I»®dA(Vk)~(A*®A(V*), do) 

and a homotopy H k- l : «A*®A(t, dt»®A(V(k-I», d\)~(A*®A(V*), Po ° d) 
®A(t, dt)=:;«A*®A(t, dt»®A(V*), do) from Po ° i(k) to fk-l' where fk-I is 
an inductively constructed extension of Pl. So we obtain an extension 
fk: (A*®A(t, dt»®A(V(k»~(A*®A(V*), Po ° d) of fk-l and an extension 
Hk of Hk _ 1 to a homotopy from Po to fk. This Hk is explicitly defined by 
the formula 
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Hk(v)=v+ f: Hk_t(d(v» (v E P) 

where f: denotes the integration operator with respect to A(t, dt)(Griffiths

Morgan [2], p. 120). The inductive argument on k shows that Hk(v)=v 
modulo A+Q?>A(t, dt)Q?>A(V*). This implies that 

H = lim Hk: «A*Q?>A (t,dt»Q?>A(V*), d)---)o(A*Q?>A(V*), Po 0 d)Q?>A(t, dt) 

is a unipotent isomorphism. The ideal (t-l, dt) is evidently preserved 
by H, and so the quotient homomorphism H is a unipotent isomorphism 
from (A*Q?>A(V*), Pt 0 d) to (A*Q?>A(V*), Po 0 d). Q.E.D. 

The proposition above implies that homotopic classifying homomor
phisms yield unipotently isomorphic DGA} fibrations. Conversely, if 
(A*Q?>A(V*), do) and (A*Q?>A(V*), dt) are unipotently isomorphic by fJ, 
then t=logfJ is a nilpotent derivation and fJ is expressed as exp t. Using 
the product differential do=doQ?>lt+ IQ9dt on (A*Q?>.A*)Q?>A(t, dt), we 
define a new differential d by d = exp (tt) 0 do 0 exp ( - tt). The classifying 
homomorphism of this DGA f fibration is a homotopy between those of 
do and dt • Henceforth we conclude as follows. 

Theorem. The unipotent isomorphism classes of DGA} fibrations 
(A*Q?>.A*, d) are in the bijective correspondence with the homotopy classes 
ofDGA homomorphisms from C*(Der-(.A*» to A*. 

§ 3. Mixed type fibrations 

A mixed type fibration over a DGN (A*, d) is a triple (L*, X, D), 
where L* is a geraded Lie algebra over (A*, d) and is as well a finite type 
free A*-module, X an element of L_2' and D is a Lie derivation of degree 
-1 satisfying D(X) =0 and D2(y) + [X, y]=O for every y E L*, Here A*= 
A_* is regarded as nonpositively graded and the quotient DGL L* is 
assumed I-reduced (Shibata [5]). In such a presentation, X is classified 
by sL*, the suspension of L* considered as an abelian Lie algebra, and D by 
by Der+(L*), the set of the positive degree derivations of L*. Combining 
these, mixed type fibrations (L*, X, D) over (A*, d) with fiber L* are in a 
bijective correspondence with the DGA homomorphisms from the Koszul 
complex C*(sL*E9Der+(L*» to (A*, d). The conditions D(X)=O and 
D2(y) + [X, y]=O for every y E L* require that the twisted product structure 
ofDGL on sL*E9Der+(L*) should be as follows: [sx, fJ]= -( -1)1.li1'18 IsfJ(x), 
and a(sx) = - s15(x) E9 ad (x). This DGL was first discovered by 
Schlessinger-Stasheff [4]. 
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